We make your space matter through innovative storage solutions
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High-Density, Compact Mobile Shelving
Want to know one of the storage solutions we get pretty excited about? High-density mobile shelving, or simply,
shelves that move. Mobile shelving gives you a significantly greater storage capacity per square foot of floor space
than conventional storage products like lateral files or static shelving. In many applications, these systems are three
times more space-efficient than conventional filing and shelving. In short? It can help you get rid of wasted space,
increase revenue, and increase storage of the items that are most important to your business.

High-Density, Compact Mobile Shelving suitable for all type of business

POWERED.................................

Optional LCD TouchPad Control
features PIN access. Audit trail and
advanced monitoring functions.
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A Light Immune Photo Sweep®
to ensure safety under all lighting
conditions comes standard.

OPTIONS..............................................................................

Wire “waterfall” shelving.

Shelf dividers, backstops, and
Retractable Work Surface
even suspended compartments.

Cantilever Canopy Light
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WE MAKE MORE THAN PRODUCTS, WE MAKE SOLUTIONS

Athletics
Sports equipment storage
solutions, you can fit all of
your equipment, no matter
the size or shape, safely and
securely.

Industrial

Business

Public Safety

Even with a recently constructed facility, you might
still be facing the issue of
needing additional facilities
and storage in the near
future.

Businesses should be focused on protecting information and building a more
efficient and secure storage
system.

Years of designing products
alongside public safety personnel has helped us create
the most efficient, secure,
and innovative public safety
products available.

Library

Museum

Military

Healthcare

Within both educational institutions and public libraries,
repurposing space has been
at the forefront of recent
library construction and
remodeling trend.

Years of providing custom
storage solutions for museums around the globe have
made Spacesaver the expert
in museum collections storage and preservation.

Our diverse range of military storage solutions are
designed to precisely match
the unique demands of each
unit and the objective of
each mission.

Space management and
storage challenges continue
to keep healthcare practitioners from doing what they
want to do most: spend more
quality time with patients.

..................................................

INSTALLATION.....................................................................

Colorful range of paint colors and end-panel
options.

nopy Light
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8,000 Boxes in A 16-foot-wide building
Mobile High-Bay storage system sets
the standard for best-in-class compact
archival storage technology
When square footage is at a premium,
XTend Mobile High-Bay allows you to fully
maximize your floor space and double the
storage capacity as compared to that of
conventional high-bay archival shelving.
This means doubled storage capacity
or potentially smaller building footprints.
Smaller facilities require less energy to
operate and maintain.
Most books, bound journals or other
paper archival collections absorb
moisture like sponges and must be
stored in humidity and temperature
controlled warehouse facilities to
avoid damage or degradation.
The costs to keep and operate
these buildings can be extensive,
and the bigger the warehouse,
the larger the costs. Using an
XTend Mobile High-Bay system
keeps your building footprint
smaller. Less aisles are
required for access and so,
less floor space is used.
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